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Why My Luxury Yachts Sells Ferretti Yachts

Ferretti Yachts is a brand of Ferretti S.p.A., one of the leading companies in design, construction and sale of luxury motor
yachts, with a unique and exclusive portfolio including: Ferretti Yachts, Pershing, Itama, Bertram, Riva, Apreamare,
Mochi Craft, CRN, Custom Line. Ferretti specializes in luxury motor yachts production. Located in Forli, Italy and
celebrating its 40th anniversary in 2008, Ferretti manufactures luxury motor yachts from 7 to 80 meters long.

Ferretti yachts include the greatest technology for design and safety; using Advanced Yacht Technology &ndash; and the
Studio Zuccon International Project, yacht designs include a large open view window onto the sea, orbital windows and a
new generation of portholes indispensable for living the sea with the maximum comfort. In addition to great performance,
luxury and quality comfort innovation, attention is provided to the most essential details: the security. Studies confirmed
that the Ferretti&rsquo;s vessel has secure under-water features under-water making full use of its power, thereby
avoiding turbulence which can trigger vibrations, noise and damage to the propellers.

Vessel security is also reinforced from Ferretti&rsquo;s Computational Fluid Dynamics, the (CFD) system, the most
powerful calculation system that evaluates kinematics of the fluid particles under hull; the impact model to evaluate
structural stress in case of collision with a wave at maximum velocity and consequently the design of suitable
reinforcements. Together with Mitsubishi the Ferretti group has developed a system called ARG (Anti Rolling Gyro),
which reduces the effects of the waves on their boats, using a counterweight and a gyroscope. This system does away
with the roll up to 50% and guarantees maximum comfort during cruising. Other key features include Ferretti&rsquo;s
&ldquo;Smart Command&rdquo; Easy Dock and Auto Troll of ZF, ensuring the maximum control of the vessel and the
management of an integrated system of the Gi8 system which enables total control of yacht operations from a single
screen. For more information, call Mike McDermott My Luxury Yachts: 954-557-3777.
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